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The stockholders, especially stockholders of public companies, abuse 
stockholder’s power and injure the legal power and interest of company, other 
stockholders, creditors and affiliated parties of company. It always occurs in 
companies of our State. How to restrict abuse of stockholder’s power, is not only an 
issue drawing attention of numerous investors, but also a question desiderate research 
by academe and practice departments. 
In this paper, the author begins with the origin of stockholder’s power, and 
clarifies the means and principles of exercising stockholder’s power on the basis of 
theory of Membership’s Power so as to search gist under legal principle. Then the 
issue of abuse of stockholder’s power is discussed in the paper. Stockholders, by 
means of proprietary advantage, contract arrangement, personnel system or other 
measure, can exercise right to vote or make use of influence directly to pursue 
self-interest by violating due exertion of right up to violating law or constitution of 
company injuring the legal power and interest of company, other stockholders, 
creditors and affiliated parties of company and forming abuse of stockholder’s power. 
Abuse of stockholder’s power, always under legal and pomposity excuses, is 
exercised by controlling stockholders meeting or appointing/ removing of directors, 
supervisors and top management. The main representative formats of abuse of 
stockholder’s power are commingling property of company, financiering for company 
registration or issuance qualification, controlling distribution of profits with 
malevolence, insider dealing, controlling transaction value of securities exchange. 
In this paper, for the visual angle of demonstrative analyses, the author, from 
cases of (i) efficacy disputation to Resolution of interim general meeting of 
stockholders of WholeWise Sci. & Tech. Co., Ltd. and (ii) Disputions of loan contract 
and guarantee contract of Fujian Start, acting as study object, expresses opinions 
about looking into legal responsibilities of abuse of stockholder’s power as well as 
relief of damage of affiliated parties of company. 














power, the principle of restricting the stockholder’s power by stockholder’s power 
shall be followed. One side, the highly concentrative stock ownership structure can be 
dispersed step by step under market influence and the systems of exclusive voting, 
cumulative voting and network voting shall be constituted and consummated inside 
the company. On the other hand, legal environment of external company shall be 
consummated, by means of strengthening legal responsibility of abuse of 
stockholder’s right so as to improve cost of breach of law. Meanwhile, the system of 
judicial remedy shall be endowed with those injured stockholders. To consummate the 
system of restriction to abuse of stockholder’s power, the internal and external 
mechanism shall be constructed. 
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